End your summer with the below video game and movie recommendations!
Dive into Brett Haley’s latest film, All Together Now, starring Auli’i Cravalho, Rhenzy Feliz, Carol
Burnett and Justina Machado. Check it out on Netflix. The Keegan DeWitt-composed soundtrack
features a striking ballad sung by Moana star, Auli’i.
Come one, come all! The Animal Crackers animated film is here – now on Netflix! Get swept up
into the film's whimsical original score by Bear McCreary and dance to the pop soundtrack
featuring songs by Huey Lewis & The News, Toad the Wet Sprocket & more.
Time travel back to the 13th century and discover the hidden treasures of Feudal Japan in the
critically acclaimed game Ghost of Tsushima (now available on PS4). The game features music by
composers Ilan Eshkeri & Shigeru Umebayashi and an EP (Sound of the Storm) with remixes of the
soundtrack by Tycho, The Glitch Mob & more!

RECENT RELEASES:

A soundtrack to die for.... Amy Seimetz’s darkly comedic thriller She Dies Tomorrow
features a killer original score by up-and-coming composer duo Mondo Boys.

LISTEN NOW

The song “I Am Woman” became the women’s movement anthem in the 1970s. This film
is a story of fearless ambition and passion and a love letter to Helen Reddy, the infamous
Australian singer. The soundtrack by Chelsea Cullen includes recordings of Reddy’s hits.

LISTEN NOW

NEW SINGLES AND UPCOMING RELEASES

Fueled with determination and a passion for
science, a bright young girl builds a rocketship
to prove the existence of a Moon Goddess and
save her family. Listen to the single "Rocket to
the Moon" from the upcoming Netflix animated
movie Over The Moon.

PRE-ORDER NOW

Combining darkly dramatic, orchestral strings
with contemporary influences, the single
“Opening” is the perfect companion to
the nightmarish narrative of the upcoming
thriller Antebellum. Pre-order the album
by Nate Wonder and Roman Gianarthur.

PRE-ORDER NOW

3...2...1... LET'S JAM!

The Cowboy Bebop vinyl pre-order is here at last! Snag a copy ahead of the Nov 6
release date. Composed and performed by Yoko Kanno and the band SEATBELTS, this
release is pressed on a pair of color vinyl discs matching the iconic personal starships
featured in the show.
PRE-ORDER NOW

NEW PLAYLISTS FOR YOU

Journey through 13th-century Japan with
composer Ilan Eshkeri’s Ghost of Tsushima
inspired playlist featuring music from the
game alongside music by traditional
Japanese & Mongolian musicians.

LISTEN NOW

Get ready for the 72nd annual Emmy Awards –
airing Sept. 20 on ABC. Catch up on a selection
of television soundtracks in the running
and more on our newly updated
Awards Season Playlist!

LISTEN NOW
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